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Happy parenting is a balance of Love and Limits.  Love unconditionally, and set age appropriate
limits that allow your child to thrive within safe boundaries. Rules are a natural part of life, and
having guidelines helps kids learn how to manage in different situations. Rules teach children
self-discipline and help them learn how to make healthy choices.

Religion
God gives us leaders to help us, guide and
protect us, and care for us.  We are tempted
to complain about and not listen to our
leaders.  Our greatest leader is Jesus who
cares for us so much that He saves us from
our sins.

Memory Work
Next week’s assignment is Psalm 56:3.

Math
This week we wrote equations using the =
sign.  We also discovered that ≠ means does
not equal. We listened to story problems and
then wrote the appropriate equation.  We also
practiced counting on.  When adding two
numbers begin with the larger number and
then “count” on the smaller number.

Science
When liquid water is heated it evaporates
and becomes water vapor.  When water
vapor cools it condenses and becomes liquid
water.  Clouds form from this condensed
water.

Reading
In Lesson 5 we will be reviewing the short
sound of “u” as in sun and the sounds of “qu”
and “z.” Synonyms are words that mean
about the same things. Small and little are
synonyms.  The test for Lesson 5 will not be
until Tuesday, October 4th.

Sentence Dictation
In today’s folder is our first sentence dictation
paper.  We generally do two sentences..  I
read each short sentence to the children and
they write it. This paper receives two grades -
a grammar grade for properly beginning and
ending the sentences and a spelling grade.

Social Studies
This week in Social Studies we learned ways
we can be a good citizen in our home, school,
and community. One way we learned how we
can be a good citizen is by being honest.
Honesty is doing what is right and saying
what is true.

Grammar
Words must be in order for a sentence to
make sense. like I apples, does not make
sense. I like apples, does make sense.



continued...

Spirit Wear
It’s time to order Spirit Wear.  Go to
https://mlslions.square.site/ to see what is
available!

Spanish
We learned more of our family members this
week - la abuela - grandmother; el abuelo -
grandfather; la tia - aunt; el tio - uncle; la
prima - girl cousin; and el primo - boy cousin.

Field Trip
The children enjoyed their visit to the Kisker
Road Library.  A big THANK YOU to the
parents who drove and chaperoned!

Book Fair
Get ready!  The Scholastic Book Fair will be at
Messiah October 10 - 14! This year's Book
Fair is going to be epic! We've turned up the
volume with more fun, more choices and more
excitement, so kids will arrive curious and
leave bolder, prouder, and stronger than ever
before. Every dollar you spend will benefit our
school directly.  Volunteers are needed to help
with checking out purchases from 3:00 - 4:00
each day of the Fair.  Please contact Carol
Koenig, ckoenig@mlslions.org, if interested!

Testing
Next week Messiah students will be taking
the NWEA MAP Test.  Please be sure that
your child gets 10+ hours of sleep each night
and eats a good breakfast in the morning!
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